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Career Objective
I am looking for any way I can produce my own work, collaborate with others to help with
theirs, or contribute my writing to a project that I believe in in a way that will allow me to
support myself through my writing.
I’d love to be a part of a team with like minds to create something to be proud of. My genres of
focus are normally comedy and I also enjoy writing sci-fi/cerebral based short films, although
I’m always open to new ideas and stepping out of my comfort zone.
First and foremost, I would ultimately like to be able to produce my own comedy sitcom with a
group of people who have the similar sensibilities, but I’d also love to write and produce
short/feature length films and continue to do other various forms of creative writing.

Writing Experience
-

Bachelor’s Degree in Creative Writing and English from Southern New Hampshire
University

-

Article contributor for multiple publications at Medium.com including The Ascent,
P.S. I Love You, Literally Literary, The Startup, and The Creative Cafe

-

Quarter finalist for a short film in Shore Scripts screenplay competition

-

Published short story and poetry collection at OnlineReviewofBooks.com

-

Completed a variety of screenplays including a comedy pilot, short films, and feature
film.

-

Short stories, a handful of poetry collections.

-

Worked for CandyPros online candy distributor
- Wrote funny product descriptions for a multitude of different types of candy
- Published article and blog posts for their website

-

Freelance work for an English teaching program writing 100 spoken English dialogs
for foreign students

Stand-Out Qualities:
•
•
•
•

Producing work under deadlines in a timely manner without lacking in quality.
Quick-witted and creative.
Penchant for writing funny and very natural-sounding dialog.
Willing to work outside areas of expertise to learn and grow as a writer and creator.

